
Phoenix Photographic Group 

Newsletter from Meeting of 11th March 2019 

Introduction 

Joe opened the meeting by reporting that Alan Shaw had a successful 

operation on his foot and asking for a rota of volunteers to step 

forward to collect the session money whilst Alan is away.  Three people 

stepped forward to cover the next three weeks. 

He reminded members about the recent out and about in Rugeley 

Town Centre. He talked about the traders who opened their doors to 

members who took the opportunity to film inside their businesses. He 

went on to ask if anyone objects to some of their pictures being 

forwarded to the owners. 

Marie Lakin has requested more pictures, mounted to the 20” x 16” 

format, to meet the needs of the Stafford Hospital project. Can you 

please bring your pictures to the 25th March meeting. 

News Items 

Today we are trying something which is new to PPG. A photography 

session using live animals.   Joe encouraged everybody to think about 

the value they get from this sort of session – where expenditure is 

necessary for external contributors – so that we can have a later 

discussion about continuing this theme into the future. 

 

 



Activities 

Fiona Park brought along several animal/ reptiles for us to photograph 

in a studio type environment. We set up 2 stages. 1 using the club 

studio lighting, the other using a flood lamp. 

Fiona set up the praying Mantis on the smaller stage with the single 

flood, where it remained all afternoon. The larger platform had initially, 

the Boa Constrictor snake curling around a small tree which Fiona 

brought along. When interest started to decline, she put the snake back 

into its box, then bringing to the show, a pair of Bearded Dragons. Later 

these were replaced with a smaller Corn Snake, which had a wandering 

nature and had to be brought back to center stage. And finally, a pair of 

rats. One brown all over with the other white with brown patches. They 

put the finishing touch to the afternoon. 

Next Meeting 

Monday 18th March at Etching Hill Village Hall at 1.45 

I have attached a programme of planned activities for the next few 

weeks (Appendix 1) 

Next week we are shooting pics which you can use on eBay to sell 

unwanted items. Also taking images of table top subjects. So, bring 

your cameras tripods remote shutter release devices etc. 

Members Pics 

Topics 

Food 
Not So Furry Animals Shoot 

 

Please send your images to:           ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk 

mailto:ianchalstead@yahoo.co.uk
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